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Great teammates do not affect you today; they affect you for the rest of your life. from the moment when jon fatn heard about boiardi george and the helmet he was intrigued and captivated. over the years, he visited the george coaches, participated in several “21 dinners” dinners in his honor, met his family, talked with his teammates and observed
how he inspired everyone who knew him. the hard hat is an unforgettable true story about a team leader and teammate and teammate and teammate, the impact he had on his team and program and the lessons we can learn from him. The book presents: a true story about george boiardi, his team and his legacy. 21 lessons to be a great teammate
insights from fellow george team and coaches who give life to the lessons. 21 exercises to help you build a great team with practical insights and life-changing lessons, the helmet will inspire you to be the best teammate you can be and build a great team. *100% of the author's royalties will support the foundation mario st. george boiardi visit
Hardhat21.com for more information. visit hardhatforkids. with for the children's version. activate and hold the button to confirm that you are human. Thank you! try a different method activate and hold the button to confirm that you are human. Thank you! try a different method, I created these hard-chape rainbow images in a variety of rainbow
colors ... happy & plain hards hater! There are 25 images in this set!!! my hard-chat images are perfect for creating product covers, printables, games, spreadsheets, units, games, cards, centers, stations, markers, classroom decoration, digital resources, boom cards ..the possibilities are endless! thematic languages:Reading, science, wording, social
studies, stem, steam, combination, classification, learning the distance, learning of the Page 2 "The great teammates do not affect you today, impact it for the rest of your life " - the Hat, page 80 I think it's fair to say that we all had someone in our life that we admire, who pressed us to be better and who we even tried to imitate in some respect. These
types of people are rare, special and when we find them, very difficult to forget. Jon Gordon's Hard Hat Hat is a true story about George Boiardi's life, a Cornell lacrosse player who tragically lost his life playing the game he loved in 2004. This deep story examines the life of a transcendent team leader and the teammate that we all should try to model.
Gordon takes lessons from George's life, his team and his legacy. It gives the reader 21 lessons to be a great teammate along with 21 exercises (as a leader) to help you build a great team culture. After reading this remarkable story, you will understand how, more than 11 years after your death, George is still having an incredible impact on his loved
ones, Cornell Lacrosse, and many other people around the world, including you ... The great idea: the greatest argument in the book "Let the place better than you found it"- The Hard Hand Hat, Page 72 When reading this book and writing this summary, I tried a lot to think about moments in my professional career that being a "good teammate" was
discussed and discussed. You hear about all the time in sports, but very rarely in business. In business, we talk a lot about the culture of an organization or the culture of our team and then this discussion quickly focuses on the leadership and what they are doing to drive this culture. And although the role of a leader in any business is fundamental to
success, we often ignore the fact that the team's people have the responsibility to contribute and also boost this culture. Jon Gordon puts this statement in perspective, stating thata good teammate is something in which one can work, it can be influenced and can become at. And ultimately, by doing so, you will naturally position yourself as a leader
through your actions and how you treat people. It¢ÃÂÂs a very simple thought but one that I find rare especially in today¢ÃÂÂs ultra-competitive business environment. I surmised from The Hard Hat that being a good teammate can be just as influential to a team or organization as being a great leader. When it comes down to it, they are actually one
in the same. An actionable way to implement the Big Idea into your life "Some leaders lead by charisma. George led by example"- The Hard Hat, page 49 Benjamin Franklin was famously quoted for saying ¢ÃÂÂwell done is better than well said.¢ÃÂÂ This was the quote that George lived his life by. He wasn¢ÃÂÂt the type of leader to motivate and
inspire his team with his words. Instead, he inspired them through his actions, effort, and by doing things the right way. Anyone who is striving to be a leader can learn from George. By consistently setting the example for others through your actions, people will listen to you when you do speak because you will have earned their respect by how you
operate on a daily basis. An actionable way to implement the Big Idea into your life "Come with me and let¢ÃÂÂs get better"- The Hard Hat, page 64 George¢ÃÂÂs defensive coach, Ben DeLuca, said, ¢ÃÂÂGeorge was a come with me kind of leader and teammate¢ÃÂÂ. He always included others in additional workouts or practice sessions outside of
regular team activities and was the kind of person to make his whole team better by simply encouraging them to join him. This is a powerful lesson, to be a great leader and a great teammate. Jon Gordon says it best in the book: ¢ÃÂÂIf you want to be good, focus on making yourself better. If you want to be great, focus on making yourself and your
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sodatluser so ra§Ãnacla a o£Ã§Ãazinagro e epiuqe aus ¡Ãraduja euq o ,sodivlovne so sodot ¡Ãraicifeneb ossI erbos erbos air³Ãtsih amu ©Ã euges es euq Hard work and compassion, and a clear literature on putting the team first. The inspiration for "The Hard Hat for Kids" is based on Cornell University's Lacrosse team and its captain, George Boiardi â
€ “grandson of the famous mass ãcone chef BOY-AR-DEE. George was a star in the team, and exemplified to be a good teammate and wool at a very young age. Tragically, George died in the cornell Schoellkopf field while playing at the age of 22, but his legacy lives in the hearts of those who knew him “Famãlia, friends, teammates, and students who
came to him. . Loyal and selfless, George led for example. Says Gordon, "the care of my work has been to develop positive dials and this has evolved naturally to help build great teams. I think my books resonate because each one of us have to overcome adversity and challenges, and through Great leadership and teamwork finally we define ourselves
and as we individually and collectively achieve success. " He adds: "I kept listening to parents and coaches that adolescents and university students are more self-affordable than ever, and I don't know how to be a great member of the team. I believe that if we can start to start Teaching these principles when you are young, we can change things for
the better. " About John Gordon. Jon Gordon is a best selling author, motivational coach and motivational speaker. His books and lectures are inspired by readers and bullies around the world. His principles were posted by the other than Fortune 500 companies, professional and university sports teams, school districts, hospitals and non -profit. He is
the author of 16 books, including six bestsellers: "The Energy Bus", "The Carpenter", "Training Camp", "You win in the locker room", "The Power of Positive Leadership", and "The Power of a Positive Jon and his tips were featured on The Today Show, CNN, CNBC, The Golf Channel, Fox and and andand in numerous magazines and newspapers. Its
customers include The Los Angeles Dodgers, The Atlanta Falcons, Campbell Soup, Dell, Publix, Southwest Airlines, LA Rams, Miami Heat, Pittsburgh Pirates, BB&T Bank, Clemson Football, Northwestern Mutual, Bayer, West Point Academy, and more. Jon is a graduate of Cornell University and holds a master's degree in teaching at Emory University.
He and his training/advisory company are passionate about developing leaders, organizations and positive teams. About JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC. :Founded in 1807, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., has been a valuable source of information and understanding for 200 years, helping people around the world meet their needs and fulfill their aspirations.
Wiley's main business includes scientific journals, technicians and doctors; encyclopedias, books and products and online services; professional and consumer books and subscription services; and educational materials for undergraduate and graduate students and lifelong apprentices. Wiley's global headquarters are located in Hoboken, New Jersey,
with operations in the USA, Europe, Asia, Canada and Australia. The Company website can be accessed at www.wiley. with. The Company is listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the JWa and JWb symbols. ORDER LINKS: HardHatKids. withJonGordon. with Connect with Jon on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram and YouTube.
CONTACT:LESLEY BURBRIDGERogers & Cowan310.854.8170[email protected]LIZ OTTINIANORogers & Cowan310.854.8196[email protected]LORI LOUSARARIAN-HAKOLARogers & Cowan310.854.8104[email protected] Jon Gordon related Links://jongordonrdon . with
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